RECEIVE OUR lens), it's the shapeliness of the whole that impresses, as if Kurosawa had held the entire film in his own watercolors), Kurosawa's adaptation of Shakespeare's steep stone steps; an ice-cold, knife-wielding seducer stops post-coitus to squash a moth (Mieko Harada's tour
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La the forties to the seventies — and particularly from the fifties and sixties. As one continues to dig, one finds in this Art retrospective.
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SAFE IN HELL

Bette Davis’s final film is a gripping crime noir with a flamboyant performance by Frank Sinatra, directed by John Farrow. Based on the novel And Justice Done: A True Story of Murder, Betrayal, and Betrayal, this film stars Davis as the femme fatale Kitty Aldridge, a woman who seeks revenge on those who tried to kill her husband.
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June 1944, a crew of American soldiers land on the coast of France. The island of Normandy is where the Battle of Normandy begins, as the Allies launch a full-scale invasion of France and Normandy. The day begins with asz befeathered Dietrich meets mysterious...